
 SMALL PIECES :

HALF-DAY ‘SKETCH’ / OIL PAINT : $ 500

HALF-DAY ‘SKETCH’ / GOUACHE : $ 350

HALF-DAY : 1 - 3 hr sitting. This can entail either painting from 
life, or be used to take photographs for reference material, and 
will be finished either in the session, or afterwards by the artist 
at his discretion. 

‘SKETCH’ : Sketches are less complex & expensive than 'full' 
portraits, and are differentiated by a reduced level of detail. They 
are usually 1/2 to 3/4 life-size, and are often more expressive & 
impressionistic. 

MEDIUM-SIZED PIECES : 

FULL-DAY 'SKETCH' / OIL PAINT : FROM $750 

FULL-DAY ‘SKETCH’ / GOUACHE : FROM $ 500

BUST (HEAD & CHEST) LIFE-SIZED : FROM $ 1,500

LARGER PIECES : 

1/2 TO 3/4 FIGURE LIFE-SIZED : FROM $ 3,500

FULL-LENGTH FIGURE : FROM $ 5,500

MULTI-FIGURE PORTRAIT : FROM $4,000

All large pieces will be made with oil paint on linen.

NB. These prices are for a portrait with a simple background. 
Backgrounds can vary in detail & complexity, and are to be 
negotiated separately. The general rule of thumb is that more 
complexity = more work, which will be priced accordingly.

BENJAMIN ARNOLD

Portrait Commision Rates :

www.benjaminarnold.com
Instagram : @benjaminarnoldart

To commission a portrait, or for further questions, 
please email : benjaminarnoldart@gmail.com

 



OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
 
MATERIALS EXPENSES : These costs are included for smaller 
pieces, but larger & more complex paintings *may* require an 
additional fee, to be negotiated in advance, depending on the 
materials deemed necessary to make the work. 

TRAVEL EXPENSES : Not included in the cost of the portrait. 
If the artist is expected to travel to make the painting, take reference 
photographs etc. these will be negotiated in advance of commencing. 
 
SHIPPING : Shipping is not included. If the piece is to be posted 
rather than handed-over or collected upon completion, costs will be 
calculated separately based on the dimensions & weight of the piece.

FRAMING : Framing is not included, though I am always happy to 
advise & recommend where appropriate.

PAYMENT : For payment information, including accepted methods, 
installment plans etc, please email benjaminarnoldart@gmail.com


